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Goldman Sachs Asset Management fully supports The Singapore Stewardship Principles.  At Goldman Sachs 

Asset Management, we are committed to promoting and exercising effective stewardship among the companies 

represented in the portfolios we manage on behalf of our clients. We evaluate companies’ corporate strategies, 

investment and financing activities, management incentives, resource use, regulatory policies and environmental 

impact, as well as the overall effect on and engagement with consumers, workers, and the communities in which they 

operate to assess and promote long-term value creation.  

Goldman Sachs Asset Management is made up of investment teams that, while they work closely together on many 

issues, are separate, and employ distinct investment processes in keeping with their own distinct investment 

philosophy and investment beliefs. Our investment capabilities include the following teams: Fundamental Equity, 

Quantitative Investment Strategies, Fixed Income, Liquidity Solutions, and Alternative Investments and Manager 

Selection teams.  

For purposes of this statement, we will focus on the activities of our investment teams specialising in: 

 Fundamental Equity 

 Quantitative Investment Strategies 

 Fixed Income 

 

1. Develop and articulate stewardship responsibilities and governance structures.  

Responsible investors demonstrate how their internal stewardship and governance policies 

protect and enhance the interests of their clients and beneficiaries.  

Our purpose 

At Goldman Sachs, we advance sustainable economic growth and financial opportunity. As a firm we are committed 

to two long term imperatives: Accelerating the climate transition and driving inclusive growth. 

 

Our business model and strategy 

Drawing on over 150 years of experience working with the world’s leading businesses, entrepreneurs, and 

institutions, at Goldman Sachs we mobilize our people, culture, technologies, and ideas to advance the success of 

our clients, broaden individual prosperity, and accelerate economic progress for all. 

Bringing together traditional and alternative investments, Goldman Sachs Asset Management provides clients around 

the world with a dedicated partnership and focus on long-term performance. As the primary investing area within 

Goldman Sachs, we deliver investment and advisory services for the world’s leading institutions, financial advisors 

and individuals, drawing from our deeply connected global network and tailored expert insights, across every region 

and market - overseeing more than $2.2 trillion in assets under supervision worldwide as of 31 December 2021. 

 

Our culture and values 

We believe the strength of our culture, our ability to execute our strategy, and our relevance to clients all depend on a 

diverse workforce and an inclusive environment that encourages a wide range of perspectives.  

Our core values, which capture the spirit of our 14 Business Principles, combine over 150 years of experience, 

resulting in actionable practices that inform our decision-making every day. They ensure that our culture reflects our 

Principles by aligning [with?]  common standards of behavior and a shared understanding of success. 

 

Our core values  



 Client Service: We lead with a service mindset, enabling us to anticipate and adapt to the needs of our 

clients and consumers by delivering thoughtful, innovative solutions 

 Excellence: We aspire to nothing less than excellence, consistently striving for exceptional performance 

and achieving outstanding results for our clients, our shareholders, and our companies 

 Integrity: We hold ourselves accountable to the highest ethical standards, insisting on transparency and 

vigilance from our people as we learn from our experiences and make decisions that instill a sense of 

purpose and pride in our firm 

 Partnership: We prioritize collaboration and value diversity, creating a culture that fosters inclusiveness, 

and teamwork in the pursuit of professional and personal excellence  

 

Our 14 business principles: 

1. Our clients’ interests always come first. Our experience shows that if we serve our clients well, our own 

success will follow.  

2. Our assets are our people, capital and reputation. If any of these is ever diminished, the last is the most 

difficult to restore. We are dedicated to complying fully with the letter and spirit of the laws, rules and 

ethical principles that govern us. Our continued success depends upon unswerving adherence to this 

standard. 

3. Our goal is to provide superior returns to our shareholders. Profitability is critical to achieving superior 

returns, building our capital, and attracting and keeping our best people. Significant employee stock 

ownership aligns the interests of our employees and our shareholders. 

4. We take great pride in the professional quality of our work. We have an uncompromising determination to 

achieve excellence in everything we undertake. Though we may be involved in a wide variety and heavy 

volume of activity, we would, if it came to a choice, rather be best than biggest. 

5. We stress creativity and imagination in everything we do. While recognizing that the old way may still be 

the best way, we constantly strive to find a better solution to a client’s problems. We pride ourselves on 

having pioneered many of the practices and techniques that have become standard in the industry. 

6. We make an unusual effort to identify and recruit the very best person for every job. Although our activities 

are measured in billions of dollars, we select our people one by one. In a service business, we know that 

without the best people, we cannot be the best firm. 

7. We offer our people the opportunity to move ahead more rapidly than is possible at most other places. 

Advancement depends on merit and we have yet to find the limits to the responsibility our best people are 

able to assume. For us to be successful, our people must reflect the diversity of the communities and 

cultures in which we operate. That means we must attract, retain and motivate people from many 

backgrounds and perspectives. Being diverse is not optional; it is what we must be. 

8. We stress teamwork in everything we do. While individual creativity is always encouraged, we have found 

that team effort often produces the best results. We have no room for those who put their personal 

interests ahead of the interests of the firm and its clients. 

9. The dedication of our people to the firm and the intense effort they give their jobs are greater than one 

finds in most other organizations. We think that this is an important part of our success. 

10. We consider our size an asset that we try hard to preserve. We want to be big enough to undertake the 

largest project that any of our clients could contemplate, yet small enough to maintain the loyalty, the 

intimacy and the esprit de corps that we all treasure and that contribute greatly to our success. 

11. We constantly strive to anticipate the rapidly changing needs of our clients and to develop new services to 

meet those needs. We know that the world of finance will not stand still and that complacency can lead to 

extinction. 

12. We regularly receive confidential information as part of our normal client relationships. To breach a 

confidence or to use confidential information improperly or carelessly would be unthinkable. 

13. Our business is highly competitive, and we aggressively seek to expand our client relationships. However, 

we must always be fair competitors and must never denigrate other firms. 

14. Integrity and honesty are at the heart of our business. We expect our people to maintain high ethical 

standards in everything they do, both in their work for the firm and in their personal lives. 

 

This culture is an important part of how we think about and exercise our stewardship responsibilities. 

You can read more about our culture in Code of Business Conduct and Ethics, available on gs.com. 

https://www.goldmansachs.com/about-us/purpose-and-values/code-of-business-conduct-and-ethics.html


 

Our stewardship philosophy and policies 

Stewardship is the responsible allocation, management and oversight of capital to create long-term value for clients 

and beneficiaries leading to sustainable benefits for the economy, the environment and society. Our Global 

Stewardship Team serves as a dedicated resource to our investment teams, overseeing several key areas including: 

 Proxy voting on behalf of our asset owners to seek to create long term shareholder value. Our Global 

Proxy Voting Policy is available on our website. 

 Direct engagement with company management to seek to drive long-term value and sustainable growth 

in our portfolio companies. Engagement efforts, both by our Global Stewardship Team as well as by our 

investment teams, are focused on encouraging sustainable growth and long-term value creation among 

investee companies. We believe environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) factors are among the 

key components to successful long-term corporate value creation, and we encourage investee companies 

to continually improve ESG performance on material issues. Additional information on our engagement 

policy and efforts is available on our website.  

 Industry leadership to collaborate, share insights and build best practices across the active ownership 

and stewardship space. Additional information on our industry leadership activities is available in our 

Stewardship Report on our website. 

Our Global Proxy Voting and Engagement policies are annually reviewed and updated as necessary to ensure they 

enable effective stewardship. This process is led by our Global Stewardship Team and involves seeking input and 

feedback from a range of investment professionals and teams across our business. The annual review of these 

policies seeks to ensure that our stewardship activities are aligned to our priorities and investment beliefs. 

 Our Global Proxy Voting Policy is annually approved by the various investment teams to ensure that our 

guidelines support effective stewardship.  

 Our Global Stewardship Team develops a Focus List of engagement priorities, based on observations of 

local market and emerging best practices, which is reviewed and updated annually.  

 

How we integrate stewardship and investment 

We believe ESG factors may be important tools for identifying investment risk and capturing opportunity. Our 

investment teams may analyse ESG information in a manner consistent with their investment style and specific 

strategy guidelines. ESG factors may be utilized to set exclusions, drive tilts, or seek to select securities. In addition, 

for our clients who want to benefit from and accelerate trends toward greater sustainability, we are committed to 

helping our clients deploy their capital in a manner that we believe is impactful and financially sound. 

We devote considerable resources to ESG and have certain investment professionals who spend the majority of their 

time on ESG related research, portfolio management, stewardship, data, analytical tools, and risk management. 

These professionals are generally embedded within our investment and advisory teams. We have also made a 

substantial investment in a proprietary set of platforms to equip our portfolio managers with access to ESG 

information and portfolio construction techniques (see Principle 2). 

Among our investment offerings, there is a range of practice in terms of how ESG factors may be integrated. [In 

certain strategies we may not integrate ESG factors.] Where applicable, our ESG integration may take a range of 

approaches, which may include analysis, screening and portfolio construction considerations. 

 

 

Global Stewardship Team governance structure 

The Goldman Sachs Asset Management senior leadership team and the various relevant Boards have the ultimate 

responsibility for all our stewardship related activities. Our Global Head of Stewardship reports directly to the  CIO of 

our public markets equity business.  

 

To govern our proxy voting responsibilities, we have created an Asset Management Public Markets Equity Business 

Proxy Voting Council, comprised of stakeholders from our Global Stewardship Team, equity investment teams, 

divisional management and our legal and compliance teams. The purpose of the Proxy Voting Council is to bring 

together key stakeholders to: annually review and recommend potential policy changes; discuss any potential 

https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/us/en/miscellaneous/voting_proxy_policy.pdf?sa=n&rd=n
https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/common/en/public/miscellaneous/gsam-engagement-policy.pdf
https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/us/en/institutions/about-gsam/stewardship.html
https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/us/en/miscellaneous/voting_proxy_policy.pdf?sa=n&rd=n


changes to the voting process; and convene on voting topics that may arise during the year. 

 

We continue to seek to ensure that our investment beliefs, strategy, and culture enable effective stewardship via a 

range of mechanisms. These include but are not limited to our annual performance review process, meetings with the 

relevant mutual fund boards and the discussions held by senior leaders. Additionally, our annual review of policies 

and internal audit reviews also support this process.  

 

We believe that this governance structure supports effective stewardship, and we intend to keep it under review as 

our business continues to grow and develop over future periods. We may seek to add additional dedicated resources 

or additional internal support resources as needed over time. As our business changes and develops over time, we 

may also seek to adjust our internal governance structures as required. 

 

2. Monitor investments regularly.  

Responsible investors exercise due diligence in overseeing their investment portfolios.  

We are committed to promoting and exercising effective stewardship among the companies represented in the 

portfolios we manage on behalf of our investing clients. We seek to evaluate companies’ corporate strategies, 

investment and financing activities, management incentives, resource use, regulatory policies and environmental 

impact, as well as the overall effect on and engagement with consumers, workers, and the communities in which they 

operate to assess and promote long-term value creation. In this manner, assessing and promoting effective 

stewardship is a key part of our investment process.  

Systems, processes, research and analysis 

We have invested and continue to invest in technology to support our stewardship. Our investment teams are able to 

leverage sophisticated proprietary systems and tools to better understand our investments and better serve our 

clients’ needs. Systems and processes in place for certain investment teams include: 

 Goldman Sachs Asset Management ESG Assessment Framework: For certain portfolios, our 

investment teams aim to conduct ESG analysis as a core component of fundamental research, utilising our 

proprietary ESG assessment framework. This helps our research analysts to parse ESG data and assess 

material risks and opportunities at the issuer level in a standardised manner. We seek to leverage the 

Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) sector guidance and our own proprietary views to focus 

on ESG factors that we believe are material to a firm’s growth, profitability, and risks. The assessment 

framework captures both quantitative and qualitative analysis, which is built upon approximately 10,000 

research meetings each year, including meetings with company management, customers, suppliers and 

competitors. 

 Fluent: A centralized research platform that, among other things, houses our proprietary ESG assessment 

framework, which includes proxy voting records, engagement information, and company-specific ESG 

data, as well as in-house views for select companies based on our ESG assessment framework where 

applicable.  

 Concert: Where applicable our investment teams are able to leverage a proprietary portfolio management 

tool that leverages MSCI data to run portfolio diagnostics, assess carbon intensity attribution, and analyse 

product involvement, among other functions. 

Third-party service providers 

We have retained a third-party proxy voting service, Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”), to assist in the 

implementation of certain proxy voting-related functions including, without limitation, operational, recordkeeping and 

reporting services. In some instances, external ESG data providers are used in addition to internal proprietary 

research. With all of these third party data providers, we accept their limitations and use them in various ways to help 

inform our research process.  



We conduct due diligence meetings with select service providers as necessary to review the processes they follow 

and to discuss any material changes in the services, operations, staffing or processes. These meetings are led by 

various teams across Goldman Sachs Asset Management, so that teams who are using the services are able to seek 

to ensure that the service providers are meeting their needs and providing services that help support our stewardship 

activities. 

 

3. Stay active through constructive and purposeful engagement.  

Responsible investors conduct regular, effective and fair communication and enhance 

engagement outcomes.  

Our approach to engagement aligns with our core values and our culture. As a firm we are committed to two long 

term imperatives: accelerating the climate transition and driving inclusive growth, both of which inform our 

engagement approach and objectives. In keeping with our integrated approach to stewardship and investment, we 

have a robust, global engagement effort that marries the vision of our dedicated Global Stewardship Team with the 

expertise of our investment teams. We focus on proactive, outcomes-based engagement, in an attempt to promote 

best practices. The engagements conducted by the Global Stewardship Team are designed to complement the 

engagements conducted by our investment teams.  

Our engagement initiatives are continually reviewed, enhanced and monitored to ensure they incorporate current 

issues and evolving views about key environmental, social, and governance topics. Our Focus List reflects our 

thematic priorities and guides our voting and engagement efforts. 

 

The Global Stewardship Team conducts “top-down” engagements on strategic priorities  

 Targeted engagements to promote positive change on our strategic policy objectives  

 Regularly engage approximately 450 companies in over 500 meetings annually  

 

Across Goldman Sachs Asset Management, investment teams conduct “bottom-up” engagements as part of ongoing 

company due-diligence, including on ESG topics 

 Investment teams engage companies regularly to inform investment decisions 

 Regularly engage approximately 2,000 companies in over 10,000 meetings annually 

 

To guide our engagements, our Global Stewardship Team creates an annual Focus List. The Focus List serves as 

the framework for our Global Stewardship Team’s engagement efforts and is relevant across all companies and 

sectors. Our engagement Focus List includes: 

 

  



 

 

Focus List Topic Objective(s) 

Accelerating the 

Climate Transition 
 Raise environmental issues with companies to increase their awareness 

of environmental risk and opportunities 

 Promote disclosure of material climate risks through the Sustainability 

Accounting Standards Board (SASB) and Task Force on Climate-related 

Financial Disclosures (TCFD) frameworks 

 Engage with companies on climate and influence their behavior to better 

manage and mitigate environmental risk, with a focus on disclosure, 

targets, and net zero strategy 

 Identify and address adverse impacts of biodiversity 

Driving Inclusive 

Growth 
 Increase diversity on corporate boards globally 

 Promote best practices and disclosure with respect to diversity and 

inclusion across all levels of the workforce  

 Encourage strong commitment to workforce health and safety, particularly 

in response to Covid-19 

Promoting Strong 

Corporate 

Governance   

 Address and resolve capital allocation concerns 

 Encourage alignment between executive compensation incentives and 

shareholder interest 

 Strengthen shareholder rights and advocate for best governance 

practices 

 Monitor and address potential violations of the United Nations Global 

Compact (UNGC)  

 Gather information to make informed proxy voting decisions 

 

Across Goldman Sachs Asset Management, as appropriate for their investment strategies and approach our 

investment teams may conduct company meetings, including onsite visits to companies’ facilities and meetings with 

customers, suppliers and competitors. Meetings are conducted as appropriate for the investment strategy and not all 

investment teams conduct meetings. During these meetings we discuss a range of issues as we seek to better 

understand the business, including strategy, financial and non-financial performance. For example, engagements 

with management teams may include discussions on ESG matters along with other topics, whereas in other cases we 

may conduct meetings focused specifically on ESG topics. The purpose of engaging on ESG topics include but are 

not limited to gathering information, assessing accountability, and encouraging change through the adoption of 

sustainable best practices. These meetings can also be an opportunity to discuss the importance of a sustainable 

business model that includes ESG considerations. Our engagements are conducted across asset classes, including 

equity (inclusive of REITs), and fixed income.  

Our engagement activity includes written communications sent to a company’s management team as well as 

meetings with a company’s management, either in-person or via telephone. Written communications outline our 

stewardship priorities, whereas meetings, which are more interactive, cover company-specific topics. 

Outcomes of our engagement work 

Our engagements seek to encourage and influence companies and there are a variety of ways that engagement may 

encourage companies to act or give rise to other outcomes, for example: 

1. Companies may increase disclosure 

2. Changes may be made to board composition and structure 



3. We may glean information and insights which may support our investment process 

4. We may escalate our engagement activities or inform our proxy voting 

More information on our engagement activities, including case studies, is detailed in our Stewardship Report. 

 

4. Uphold transparency in managing conflicts of interest.  

Responsible investors disclose their conflicts of interest and prioritise the interests of clients and 

beneficiaries.  

Potential conflicts we face 

We face a range of potential conflicts in our business, which are disclosed in our regulatory filing with the US 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on “Form ADV”, and are published on our website. Some of the 

potential conflicts are connected to our stewardship responsibilities. These include the possibility, for example, that 

Goldman Sachs & Co (and where applicable Goldman Sachs & Co personnel) may have multiple advisory, 

transactional and financial and other interests in investments that may be purchased, sold or held by Goldman Sachs 

Asset Management; hence, these activities could in theory influence our decisions regarding trading, shareholder 

voting and other interactions with investee companies such as engagement. Potential conflicts could also arise where 

the investee company, or a related party, such as its pension scheme, is itself a client of Goldman Sachs Asset 

Management. 

Our conflicts policy and mitigation procedures 

The arrangements put in place by Goldman Sachs Asset Management to seek to manage its conflicts of interests 

include: 

 Information barriers / separation of functions 

Both Goldman Sachs & Co among its various divisions, and Goldman Sachs Asset Management between 

certain businesses, have established certain physical, procedural and electronic information barriers. 

These barriers are designed to restrict the flow of information and to achieve arms-length interaction 

among different parts of Goldman Sachs & Co and Goldman Sachs Asset Management. This enables 

business to be carried out within the firm while minimizing the possibility of that business being influenced 

by any conflicts that may exist. 

 Policies and procedures (building on regulatory requirements) 

There are many different laws and regulations to which Goldman Sachs & Co and Goldman Sachs Asset 

Management are subject around the world that prohibit, or require Goldman Sachs & Co / Goldman Sachs 

Asset Management to manage situations where a conflict of interest may arise. Goldman Sachs Asset 

Management has policies and procedures, including escalation protocols, designed to ensure compliance 

with these laws and regulations and, in Goldman Sachs Asset Management’s case as an investment 

management agent or advisor, designed to ensure that it manages its conflicts in a way that is compatible 

with its duty to act as trusted agent or advisor of the client.  

 Governance and control oversight 

Through compliance monitoring, review oversight and targeted testing, as well as governance oversight by 

relevant committees and management bodies including boards, and internal audit reviews of key areas on 

a rolling basis Goldman Sachs Asset Management seeks to ensure that the practice of its business 

operations are carried out in line with its information barriers, policies and procedures, and duties to clients.  

 Compensation / rewards structure 

Goldman Sachs Asset Management’s compensation policy seeks to align employee, shareholder and 

Goldman Sachs Asset Management client interests to the extent appropriate while not encouraging 

excessive risk-taking by employees.  

 Disclosure / client understanding 

Whilst disclosure is not itself a substitute for the appropriate management of conflicts in all respects, it is 

https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/common/en/public/miscellaneous/AM-Stewardship-Report-2021.pdf
https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/international/en/articles/Form_ADV/GSAM_Form_ADV_Part_2A.pdf?sa=n&rd=n


important that in deciding to partner with Goldman Sachs Asset Management, clients understand the 

potential conflicts to which Goldman Sachs Asset Management is subject and why, so that they 

understand the context in which Goldman Sachs Asset Management operates its business. 

 

Additional information on our conflict of interest policy is available in our Engagement Policy which you can find on 

our website. 

Stewardship specific applications 

We have implemented processes designed to prevent conflicts of interest from influencing our proxy voting decisions. 

Our investment teams generally cast proxy votes consistently with the guidelines and the recommendations of our 

Global Proxy Voting Policy.  

Each investment team, however, may on certain proxy votes seek approval to diverge from the guidelines or a 

recommendation by following a process that seeks to ensure that override decisions are not influenced by any conflict 

of interest. For voting policy overrides initiated by Fundamental Equity, each request is approved by the Fundamental 

Equity CIO, compliance and legal and follows a process that seeks to ensure that the override decisions are not 

influenced by any conflict of interest. Where our Global Stewardship Team makes an adjustment to vote differently 

from our guidelines, the Quantitative Investment Strategies CIO also approves the request. As a result of the override 

process, different investment teams may vote differently for particular votes for the same company. 

Addressing conflicts - Voting on Goldman Sachs Group Inc. 

To mitigate conflicts of interest when a proxy is for shares of The Goldman Sachs Group Inc. we will generally instruct 

that such shares be voted in the same proportion as other shares are voted with respect to a proposal, subject to 

applicable legal, regulatory and operational requirements. 

 

5. Exercise rights and responsibilities on an informed basis.  

Responsible investors ensure they make informed decisions based on their ownership policies, 

with the best interests of clients and beneficiaries in mind.  

Fixed Income 

For Fixed Income assets, we employ an engagement approach when seeking amendments to terms and conditions 

in indentures or contracts, and, when reviewing prospectus and transaction documents. This is described in more 

detail below:  

SEEKING AMENDMENTS TO TERMS AND CONDITIONS IN INDENTURES OR CONTRACTS 

We employ a member of the investment team to assist in the engagement on amendments to terms and conditions 

as warranted. Our focus is generally on provisions that are deemed ‘off-market’ relative to documents for similar 

levels of credit or structure risk. In addition to legal expertise on the investment team, we maintain access to in-house 

legal counsel as well as third party legal counsel if deemed necessary.  

REVIEWING PROSPECTUS AND TRANSACTION DOCUMENTS  

The investment team generally aims to reviews relevant documents for issuances and provides a summary of key 

terms as part of underwriting with a focus on diversions from market norms. To support this effort, we may in some 

circumstances leverage a third party consultant and historical database of prospectus terms to identify anomalies. We 

may engage directly with debt capital markets and the Issuer (or Issuer counsel) in situations where the investor 

protections are deemed weak or inadequate.  

Equities 

Exercising our rights via proxy voting is an important element of the portfolio management service we provide to our 

advisory clients who have authorized us to address these matters on their behalf. Our guiding principles in performing 

https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/common/en/public/miscellaneous/gsam-engagement-policy.pdf?sa=n&rd=n


proxy voting are to make decisions that favour proposals that in our view maximize a company’s shareholder value 

and are not influenced by conflicts of interest. These principles reflect our belief that sound corporate governance will 

create a framework within which a company can be managed in the interests of its shareholders. Our Global Proxy 

Voting Policy applies to investments in all publically traded equities for which we have voting power on any record 

date. The policy outlines Americas, EMEA, Asia-Pac and Japan proxy items, and allows us to take a nuanced 

approach to voting that is region and country-specific. 

Our Voting Policy 

We do not solely rely on the default policy of any proxy advisors for our voting policies. Instead, Goldman Sachs 

Asset Management has developed customized global guidelines, our Global Proxy Voting Policy, in order to execute 

our voting responsibilities where clients have delegated proxy voting responsibility to us. These guidelines, updated 

annually to incorporate current issues and evolving views about key governance topics, allow us to cast votes that in 

our view maximize a company’s shareholder value, and are not influenced by conflicts of interest. We periodically 

review this Policy to ensure it continues to be consistent with our guiding principles.  

The guidelines incorporate the positions and factors we generally consider important in casting proxy votes. They 

address a wide variety of individual topics, including, among other matters, shareholder voting rights, anti-takeover 

defences, board structures, the election of directors, executive and director compensation, reorganizations, mergers, 

issues of corporate social responsibility and various shareholder proposals. Recognizing the complexity and fact-

specific nature of many corporate governance issues, the guidelines identify factors we consider in determining how 

the vote should be cast. Our proxy voting policy is made up of several sections, explaining how we approach voting in 

different regions. Our full proxy voting policy is available on our website. 

Individual funds do not generally set their own voting policies. Investment teams generally cast proxy votes 

consistently with the guidelines and the recommendations. Each investment team, however, may on certain proxy 

votes seek approval to diverge from the guidelines or a recommendation by following a process that seeks to ensure 

that override decisions are not influenced by any conflict of interest. As a result of the override process, different 

investment teams may vote differently for particular votes for the same company. 

We disclose our voting publicly each year in a filing with the US Securities and Exchange Commission and on our 

website for all our US registered mutual funds. We also generally disclose our voting publicly on a quarterly basis on 

our website for company proxies voted according to our guidelines and recommendations. For more information on 

our voting activities please visit our website. 

Where clients have investments in segregated accounts, they can choose to delegate their proxy voting authority to 

us, or to do their own voting. Clients with investments in pooled accounts are not able to direct votes. 

 

6. Report stewardship activities periodically.  

Responsible investors document and provide relevant updates on their stewardship activities.  

We communicate our stewardship activities to our clients and other stakeholders in a number of ways. Our 

Stewardship Report outlines the efforts of the Global Stewardship Team, which focuses on proxy voting and 

proactive, outcomes-based engagement initiatives, in an attempt to promote best practices and drive positive change. 

The report is released annually on our website. We disclose our voting publicly each year in a filing with the US 

Securities and Exchange Commission and on our website for all our US registered mutual funds. We also generally 

disclose our voting publicly on a quarterly basis on our website for company proxies voted according to our guidelines 

and recommendations. 

Additionally, we are able to provide clients with portfolio-specific proxy voting and engagement reporting on a 

quarterly, semi-annual or annual basis upon request. We have the ability to automate and customize these reports, 

and welcome the opportunity to discuss the content and frequency of these reports with our client’s subject to their 

needs. 

 

  

https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/common/en/public/miscellaneous/GSAM_Global_Proxy_Voting_Policy.pdf
https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/common/en/public/miscellaneous/GSAM_Global_Proxy_Voting_Policy.pdf
https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/common/en/public/miscellaneous/GSAM_Global_Proxy_Voting_Policy.pdf
https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/us/en/institutions/about-gsam/stewardship.html?
https://www.gsam.com/content/dam/gsam/pdfs/common/en/public/miscellaneous/AM-Stewardship-Report-2021.pdf


 

7. Take a collaborative approach in exercising stewardship responsibilities where appropriate.  

Responsible investors collaborate, where appropriate, to influence investee companies and 

issuers. 

How we have worked with others 

By leveraging resources and knowledge across Goldman Sachs, our Global Stewardship Team is able to be a 

thought leader in the active ownership space. The team represents Goldman Sachs Asset Management at various 

conferences and industry forums, and supports collaboration through strategic partnerships.  

We participate in numerous forums and media events annually to gain perspective on the evolving corporate 

governance and ESG landscape across different regions. Also in certain situations, we participate in collaborative 

engagements with other asset managers. 

Goldman Sachs Asset Management seeks to build industry influence and promote best practices in ESG and 

stewardship through various memberships and affiliations, including1: 

 

Organization / Initiative Description 

30% Club Japan We became a member in February 2020. We currently have a board seat on 

the Investor Group, and we lead the Thought Leadership sub-group focused 

on publications and events that promote diversity thought leadership. 

Asia Corporate Governance 

Association  

We became a member of Asia Corporate Governance Association in 2022.  

As part of our membership, we join collaborative engagement meetings 

organized through the initiative. 

Banking Environment Initiative 

(BEI) 

We have been members of the BEI since 2014 

CDP We have been a signatory to the CDP climate change survey since 2006, 

and has made our climate change-related disclosures publicly available since 

2010. 

Climate Action 100+ We became a member of Climate Action 100+ in 2021. As part of our 

membership, we join collaborative engagement meetings organized through 

the initiative. 

Climate Bonds Initiative We became a Climate Bonds Initiative Partner in 2015.  

Climate Finance Leadership 

Alliance 

We joined the Climate Finance Leadership Alliance as one of the six 

founding member institutions in 2019, which will help facilitate the private 

financing objectives included in the Paris Agreement 

Council of Institutional 

Investors 

We have been a member since 2017. 

ESG Disclosure Study Group We became a founding member of the EDSG in June 2020. EDSG is a 

Japan-based organization focused on carrying out research related to ESG 

information disclosure best practices to enhance corporate value and growth 

as well as the sustainable development of society.  

European Fund and Asset 

Management Association 

We joined the ESG Investment Steering Committee of the EFAMA in 2019.  

European Fund and Asset 

Management Association 

(EFAMA) 

We joined the ESG Investment Steering Committee of EFAMA in 2019 

                                                
1 As of March 2022 



Institutional Investors Group on 

Climate Change (IIGCC 

We have been a member of the IIGCC since 2019. 

International Capital Market 

Association (ICMA)  

We joined ICMA’s Green, Social & Sustainability Bond Committees in 2019. 

International Corporate 

Governance Network (ICGN)  

We became a member of the ICGN in January 2020. Established in 1995 as 

an investor-led organization, the ICGN’s mission is to promote effective 

standards of corporate governance and investor stewardship to advance 

efficient markets and sustainable economies worldwide. 

Investor Stewardship Group 

(ISG)   

We became a signatory of the ISG in 2018. 

Japan Stewardship Code We have been a signatory since 2014.  

Japan Stewardship Initiative We are part of the steering committee. 

One Planet Sovereign Wealth 

Fund Framework Working 

Group 

We became a member of the Asset Manager Working group within the One 

Planet Sovereign Wealth Fund Framework in 2018.  

Principles for Responsible 

Investment (PRI) 

We have been a signatory to the PRI since 2011.   

RE100 We have been members since 2015 

Singapore Stewardship 

Principles:  

We have been a supporter since 2016. 

Sustainability Accounting 

Standards Board (SASB) 

We have been a member of SASB since 2018 and hold two seats on the 

SASB Investor Advisory Group (IAG). 

Task Force on Climate-related 

Financial Disclosures (TCFD)  

We are a supporter of the TCFD standards 

United Nations Development 

Programme (UNDP)  

We joined the UNDP Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) Financing 

Technical Committee to assist in the development of SDG impact standards, 

financial instruments, and innovative business models in 2019. 

United Nations Environment 

Programme Finance Initiative 

A member of the Goldman Sachs Asset Management team was selected to 

join the UNEP FI Reference Group for 'A Legal Framework for Impact' in 

2019.  

World Resources Institute’s 

Corporate Consultative Group  

We have been members of the advisory board for the World Resources 

Institute’s Corporate Consultative Group since 2014 

 


